We are gathered here today because some involved people in and around Freital are not
wanting to accept any longer the rabble-rousing of so-called "concerned citizens",
common racists and neo-Nazis.
Since the beginning of March there has been agitation under the slogan "Freital is
resisting - No on the hotel-home/No hotel-home", stirring up hatred against people that
came here looking for a better life. Some people - clearly driven by their altruism - claim
that there should be help for "actual war refugees". Of course, the racist mob is the one
to decide who truly needs help. On the other hand, some people are fully honest and
simply do not want "any asylum seekers" in peaceful Freital. Both groups are united by
their rejection of the refugee home and their hatred against its inhabitants. As usual at
this kind of events, people are eager to reaffirm that they were not Nazis, but that they
represented "the people" and were trying to start a discussion. But how is a discussion
supposed to be open and honest, when it is started with "No on the Home"? The answer
is easy, it is not open at all since such a demand presupposes the apparently hoped-for
result.
Very well possible, that some believe they have to fend off existing dangers because of
biased reports in the media and horror stories about "criminal asylum seekers", a "flood
of asylum seekers" and the like of it. Politics on the state as well as the federal level do
one last thing to the racist atmosphere through institutionalizing racism further. But
against whom are people defending themselves? Against people, who left their home
countries, their families, their friends. Neither because of spirit of adventure nor because
of boredom. No! The have been fleeing hunger, disease, war, persecution and death.
They flee the war in Syria, the famine in Somalia, anti-Roma racism in the Balkans, the
dictatorship in Eritrea as well as homo- and transphobia in Serbia. They come here
looking for a better life. They try to come here to earn money to support their families.
Many of the refugees die on their way towards hope. The drown anonymously in the
Mediterranean Sea or they die at the walls and fences defending Europe against those,
whose misery many aspects of our wealth depend upon.
Those, who have made it into Europe, have to live with constant humiliation, since their
stay must be made as unpleasant as possible. They are humbled by inhuman asylum
politics and by people who don´t want to understand that right of asylum is a human
right and that everyone has the right to live in dignity.
Here in this country people agitate against so-called refugees of poverty while at the
same time German emigrants are made into stars by TV shows just because... Yes,
exactly, because the leave Germany to seek greener pastures. In Germany there are open
warnings against an "immigration into the welfare system". However, the agitators
remain short on proof. Apart from that, refugees receive less than the welfare/Hartz IV
standard rate based on which they have to support themselves and their relatives. People
are fanning fear of uncivilized conditions at the accommodations, fear of criminality and

violence.
Here, in Freital, but not only here, those are the true danger, who stand against those
who seek help. A vigilante group was formed, whose sympathies and contacts to neoNazi structures become evident after few clicks on facebook. The angry Kraut-salad
regularly gathers in front of the refugees´ home to provoke and to scare them. The
inhabitants are constantly followed. Almost every step outside the hostel is documented,
published and commented. Especially the comments in the social networks reveal the
hatred and the eliminatory fantasies of the "promenadors". Being certainly wicked,
people afterwards get excited about the refugees only walking the town in groups. The
very concerned Bratwurst would call this "rioutous assemblies". In the beginning of
May, one person in the home was injured by a stone thrown through the window at
night. Also in the beginning of May, the accommodation was attacked with
pyrotechnics. At once the group "Freital defends itself" remade this into a fake story of
shootings at the asylum seeker home to stir up the inhuman atmosphere even more.
By the way: 90% of all registered crimes are committed by bio-Germans. Furhermore,
we would find it completely understandable if people who have nothing steal something
they cannot get through their little pocket money or their coupons.
And yes, there can be trouble among refugees, but whose fault is that? Only the refugees
´? No. How does it feel, to share a 12 square meter bedroom with a total stranger? Two
people, strangers, of different ages and socialization. They have different religions,
personal needs and political opinions. Also, behaving like an asshole is not genuinly
German. Two people, who do not find a lot inside and outside their room that would
make the day-to-day more berable. Who cannot understand that this can cause
problems? However, the system which enables and forces such conditions is to be made
responsible!
Maybe some of the promenadors are not manifest neo-Nazis. But they walk side by side
with them and also do not differ from then regarding their inhuman ideas. It seems to be
a German reflex to kick downwards when one is afraid to not get one´s slice of the pie or
even to be pushed down oneself. Especially because it seems to be so hard we thank all
those who do not associate with the mob and who do not keep quiet when this mob is
raging.
Don´t look away when inhumanity and hatred breaks ground and the suppossed political
center remains silent or even joins in. Listen to your hearts and not to the inhuman
rabble-rousing of NPD up to CDU, cracker-barrel, Pegida and the other racist nonsence!
Everybody has the right to a decent life -- everywhere!

